Wings of Grace Presents:

Healing White Dove Releases for your Loved One

A White Dove release for a funeral is one of the most loving and inspirational gifts to give to a
loved one. The releasing of a white dove helps you to begin the grieving process by opening the
doors to “letting go” and is sure to live on in the memories of all attending the service. At the
end of the graveside service, family members release the doves from beautifully decorated
baskets. The flock ascends into the sky waiting for the single dove to join them. Moments later,
a single snow- white dove, representing your loved ones spirit, is then released by a family
member. The spirit dove also ascends into the sky, joining up with the awaiting “Angels” and
all together they disappear into the clouds as they make the final flight home.

Please call 662.342.0097 or
visit us at www.wingsofgrace.com
and like us on Face book!
*We would also like to give you “peace of mind” in knowing that, once released, these magnificent
birds will return safely back to their home loft where fresh food, a cool bath and a loving mate awaits
them.
Our sincere heartfelt sympathy goes out to you and your family as we hold you in our thoughts and
prayers during this most difficult time.
Compassionately, Julie Johnson at Wings of Grace

Wings of Grace, White Dove Services:
“The Trinity”

The family releases three white doves, representing the Trinity, to ascend into the sky.
Shortly after, a single white dove is released, representing the beautiful spirit and life of
your loved one. Once released it ascends into the sky to be lovingly escorted home by the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost into the heavens. $250.00

“The Angelic Release”

The family releases 7 white doves to ascend into the sky.
Moments later, they release a single snow white dove to represent the wonderful life of
their loved one. Once released, it also ascends into the sky to be lovingly escorted by their
guiding angels. $300.00

“The Band of Angels”

The family releases a dozen white doves to ascend into the sky.
Moments later, a single white dove is released,
representing the beautiful spirit and life of your loved one.
Once released, it also ascends into the sky, to be lovingly escorted by” Angels”. $350.00

The Heavenly Host

The family releases three white doves representing the Trinity, moments later a dozen
doves are released to represent a band of angels. Shortly after this, the single dove
representing your loved one is released and ascends into the sky to be lovingly escorted by
the Father, Son and Holy Ghost and awaiting angels and all together they disappear into
the heavens. $425.00

Comforting Colors

With comforting colors, the family may choose a dove in the color of their choice to represent
their loved one. This may be added to any package for an additional $75.00.
Our colors are sunset orange, golden yellow, soft pink, royal purple, teal and sky blue.
*We invite you to customize your release with any specific number of doves that may be of particular
significance to you and we also have several release baskets and props to choose from.

Call 662-342-0097 or 901-496-5308
And please visit us at wingsofgrace.com

